May 27th, 2020

1. [Click here for Jessica's Circle time](#)

2. Choose an activity to do with your child (click on the link)

   - See attached document for choo choo train art activity from Davana
   - See attached fun train choo choo snack idea from Davana
   - [Click here for ASL Storytelling “Chugga-chugga Choo-choo written by Kevin Lewis](#)
   - “Shape Road Printables” – children learn through their body as they drive vehicles on the road shapes they engage their wrists, hands, fingers, eyes, and whole body which helps your child internalize shapes and their corners and curves so that they will be able to draw these shapes which will help them write their letters.
Hi CEID families,

Here are some fun messy play activities to go along with our transportation theme.

**Messy play** is extremely important for a child's development. It provides children with an exciting tactile and sensory experience that inspires their curiosity, allows them to explore the world around them and enhances their self-regulation, learning, language and creativity.